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A message has reached the Round Table, and in response, Shiroe and his comrades leave Akiba

on a quest to establish exchange with the Continental Alliance. Meanwhile, the summer training

camp where rookie players from every guild will hone their skills begins. Minori and Touya (along

with others at their level) face failure after failure as they challenge the dungeons. Without Shiroe to

rely on, their abilities will now be tested!
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The series so far is excellently written. It's a very good read. If I hadn't already watched the anime a

dozen times, I'd finish the books too, but I won't. This will be my last book.I read the light novels to

get a different perspective or some extra content. In the light novel you can go into greater depth

about what the characters are thinking and feeling, for example. However, if you've watched Log

Horizon anime, there's no reason to read the books. You don't really get anything you wouldn't get

from watching the anime.Unless you really like book form or anime form, I don't see a need to both

read this light novel AND watch the anime. Even though the light novel was really well done, I got

bored because not much was different than what I'd already seen in the anime.



Note: This the NOVEL not the manga.The series continues to be excellent. This time we have a split

plot with some heroes at a training camp for the members rescued in the previous novel and some

of the heroes meeting the "people of the land" for an old English-type gathering of lords. The story

focuses a lot on character dialogue and mystery in this volume but there's still some

action/suspense in the dungeon adventures of the younger members; I was not too fond of this

though, a lot of it came off as cliche and angsty in how some of these younger folks were portrayed

and I found it irritating. Thankfully this is not the entire novel. Some excellent world building happens

as we learn about the rest of the continent from different characters. In terms of the anime, this is

about 3/4ths of the 1st season [if i recall correctly].

If you have seen the anime, you'll know the story, but I always like to get the books since they're

always a little different. While I can't 100% remember if there WERE any subtle differences, I

probably wouldn't tell you anyway.Good books, good series in general. I'm pretty excited to get to

the final volume.

I would definitely tell any fan of RPG anime to check out Log Horizon, probably before Sword Art

Online. Touno-sensei's writing does contain a lot of exposition, but the writing flows so well and the

characters are so great it's not boring at all. In fact, the surprises come so quickly in this book with

the changes of pace that it's just fun reading.

Log Horizon is a very well-written series with interesting characters and a mysterious world to

explore. It's similar to Sword Art Online, but with a richer world history and more attention to detail

on character development and world-building. A great read for any fan of fantasy, video games, or

the anime series based off of it.

A great book, it matches the anime series pretty well and gives a little more depth to the story as a

whole since it lets your imagination take things differently. If you havnt or dont plan to watch the

anime, this book is great. Worth the read whether you've already seen the anime or not.

You will really enjoy this series! Cant say enough good things about Log Horizon!

Really liked how it was handled. There are some word differences from the anime compared to here

but other than that I really like it
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